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The Something-for-Nothing, ‘No Risk’ Pitch
“Yo, Buddy, want some free life insurance? Better yet,
we’ll not only pay all the premiums on the policy, but we’ll
also pay you!”
Promoters are placing huge policies on the lives of
strangers, people on whose lives they have no insurable interest — no previous economic or family relationship or interest in the continuation of the insured’s life — with a pitch
that goes something like this:
“You purchase $10 million of insurance on your life. 1
We’ll advance the premiums for two years at an interest rate

1
The insured is paid an upfront “settlement” to take out a policy on his or her
life. A bank or life settlement company takes a collateral assignment of benefits
and pays the premiums for two years — a loan with interest. The insured gets the
insurance for two years but then must decide whether to keep the policy. If so, he
or she must pay the bank or life settlement company back with interest. This is an
effort to skirt the standard two-year prohibition against viatication. It also raises
many of the same policy issues as charitable SOLI described below.
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of 12 to 15 percent and take a
collateral assignment on the
policy. You pay nothing. You
don’t even have to pay any interest — it accrues with the
loan. At the end of two years, if
you want to continue the coverage, you pay us the interest you
owe and repay the principal.
It’s a nonrecourse loan. That
means you risk nothing. If you
Stephan R. Leimberg
don’t want the coverage at the
end of two years, no problem
— we’ll take over the policy and you have no liability. You
owe nothing. Or you can sell the policy on the open market
for cash to a so-called life settlement company. Best of all,
we’ll pay you $250,000 in cash upfront 2 to sweeten the
deal.”
Of course, this “free insurance for two years,” a/k/a
“non-recourse premium financing” scheme, is a thinly disguised attempt to skirt state insurable interest laws 3 and create a market for huge amounts of insurance on foolhardy individuals’ lives (Would you allow a stranger or group of
unknown individuals to purchase a $10 million policy on
your life? How about a $1 million or $100,000 policy?). 4 Investors are now treating people’s lives as fungible assets,
just like stocks and bonds are assets, and they are in essence
paying the insured to use their insurability. Adviser David
Howell summed up the deal this way: “One of several risks
to the insured is that he alone hopes he lives a long time. He
has no control over who eventually will own the contract on
his life, and he should understand that the return on their investment varies inversely with the number of years he lives.”

2
Sometimes the proposed insured is offered a share in the amount in excess of
the loan when the policy is sold at the end of the 2 years, or 28 months in some
cases, to a viatical company.
3
If an insurance company finds that a policy was purchased with no insurable
interest, the policy will be void from the time it was issued.
4
Are these products the rigorously competitive (or even sufficiently flexible)
designs that insureds would likely want to purchase just in case they want to keep
the insurance? Is there a disclosure issue here?
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In a viewpoint article, Stephan Leimberg of Leimberg Information Services, argues that investor-owned life insurance is a “disturbing and dangerous trend, which, if left unchecked, could adversely affect charities that participate in the transactions and change the way insurance is taxed.
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Here’s what Jefferson Pilot, a major insurance carrier,
had to say about stranger-owned life insurance (SOLI):
Jefferson Pilot Financial (JPF) has become increasingly concerned that individuals are being recruited
to consent to the purchase of life insurance and annuities on their lives. In some instances, the individual is
told that a charity will receive part of the death benefit
at no cost to the charity. In other instances, the individual is told that they can receive “free” insurance
coverage for a year or two, with the option to retain
the policy by repaying the loan. Some concepts also
contemplate a life settlement of the policy. Because
the “strangers” or “investors” financing these programs are not interested in long-term investments,
these programs typically target an older individual
with high net worth that can qualify for large amounts
of insurance.
We all have a stake in protecting our franchise, our
reputation and our industry — including the tax-favored status of our products. For all these reasons,
and until a change occurs that would merit reconsideration of our position, JPF will no longer accept applications for life or annuity policies sold under SOLI
or IOLI [investor-owned life insurance] programs. If
you know or should know that a SOLI or IOLI program
is involved, you are asked and instructed not to submit
applications to a JPF insurer. Submission of an application and violation of this policy will result in disciplinary action, up to and including, termination for
cause. There are numerous variations on SOLI and
IOLI, and Jefferson Pilot Financial is not interested
in selling life insurance or annuities as part of any of
them.
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The life insurance industry, including NAIFA, AALU
and the ACLI, is united in opposing this new approach
to selling large amounts of insurance. Further, there
are rumblings in state legislatures about changes to
insurable interest laws, and proposals circulating in
Washington that specifically target these programs.
The President’s budget for fiscal 2006 and the Treasury Department’s proposal include a nondeductible
25 percent excise tax (effective February 7, 2005, not
2006) levied on the proceeds of life insurance received
by the private investors in transactions ostensibly designed for charitable purposes.
Underwriting and issuing life insurance where the
primary recipient of the life insurance proceeds does
not suffer an economic loss at the insured’s death
strikes at the heart of our needs-based selling and our
underwriting process. Our reinsurers do not want this
business, citing lack of financial need, and concerns
over insurable interest and the targeting of older consumers.
Our position is consistent with our commitment to be
a leader in the sale of life insurance for business, family, financial planning, and estate planning purposes
— where insurance is a key element in the financial solution for your clients. We will continue to support all
you do for us and for your customers in this regard,
and we recognize that in some cases funding the premium obligation through borrowing is in your client’s
best interest. This communication is not about these
types of sales.
Lincoln Financial Services also echoed Jefferson Pilot’s
position and added a requirement that, at the time of an application, the agent disclose whether the sales materials or
conversations with the proposed insured or advisers (or
whether the sales materials and conversations with the proposed insured and advisers) included a description of any
aspects of life settlements or a finance-to-life settlement
program. The insurer also made it clear that it would not issue any of its products when any parties to the transaction
know or understand that the primary intent of the transaction is to transfer the policy to the life settlement market.
ING’s statement reads: “There have been instances in
which viatical transactions have been employed to defraud
investors, insurance companies, and others. The risk of
fraud is particularly great when policies are purchased with
the intention to viaticate them — or are viaticated shortly after they are initially sold.
In those settings:

· Life insurance is not being purchased for its primary
purpose — protecting the insured against the consequences of death.
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Is this a form of split dollar? Is the lender sharing the
commissions with the agent on either the front end or on the
life settlement? Is the policy deliberately rigged so that it
will be unappealing or unaffordable to keep it after the “free
insurance” period (thus making it an almost sure thing that
the insured will choose to allow it to pass to the investors)?
Once the debt has been extinguished, will the insured have
taxable income? If there is an upfront “sweetener,” is it an illegal rebate? Is it reportable as ordinary income by the recipient? Does the rate of interest charged violate state usury
laws? Is this an unregistered security? What liability do
those involved have if it is? Will the issuance and continued
existence of the policy significantly reduce the insured’s
ability to purchase needed insurance in the future? Is there a
transfer for value? Has the insured who fails to disclose the
true and complete nature of the life insurance purchase engaged in a fraud on the insurance carrier? If so, can the carrier rescind the policy based on a misstatement of a material
contract fact? These and other questions are seldom covered
by promoters of the “non-recourse premium financing”
scheme, which looks more like a bridge for strangers who
want to own insurance on the lives of strangers.
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in order to obtain coverage which may be viaticated
on favorable terms.

· Investors who finance viatications are exposed to the
risk that policies from which they will be repaid will
be voidable, resulting in the loss of their investments.
For these reasons, ING life insurance companies have
adopted the following policies, applicable to sales of policies issued by all of its life insurance companies:
Life insurance policies should not be sold to applicants
intending to viaticate them. In order to assure that this policy is observed:
a. Agents are expected to determine that the insurance
will serve an appropriate purpose other than viatication.
b. The Agent section of the new common application requires the agent to answer the question: ‘To your knowledge, does the owner intend to change ownership of the policy after its issuance — e.g., to a trust, viatical company, or
other person?’
As in situations in which the insured dies during the contestable period, the viatication of a policy during the contestable period will trigger an investigation into the accuracy of medical information provided when the policy was
underwritten. If state law permits viatication during this period, only under specified conditions (e.g., a decline in
health), the investigation will also address whether those
conditions have been satisfied.”
The central distinguishing characteristic of SOLI is the
absence of a legitimate and significant insurance reason for
the transaction — other than the creation of an insurance
sale and its commission for the agent, a profitable loan
transaction for the lender, and a profitable life settlement for
the stranger/investor. Stranger-owned life insurance 5 is a
rapidly spreading virus that is infecting both individuals and
charities. The result is likely to be a lose-lose-lose for the
public, the insured, their families, and the insurance and estate
planning communities. In fact, everyone is likely to lose — except the promoter-marketers-brokers and third-party investors they assemble to finance what is clearly a way around
centuries-old insurable interest laws.

A Little History Lesson on Insurable Interest

ally owned the contract and often purchased the coverage —
often without the knowledge or consent of the insured.
By the mid-18th century, purchasing policies on strangers had become a popular form of gambling. Investors often
placed their money into “dead pools” insuring the lives of
well-known public figures, particularly those with such
problems as gout, alcoholism, or those who were likely to be
challenged by political enemies and engaged in duels.
Those “investors” would often offer targeted insureds lavish
dinners and “a drink or two on me” — or use other means to
ensure the certainty and accelerate the realization of gain on
their investments.
In 1774 the English Parliament enacted laws to put an
end to such gambling on human lives. In the United States,
similar laws were adopted.
Although the insurable interest laws vary widely from
state to state 6 , in general they deal with three main issues
when a policy is purchased on another person’s life:
(1) The owner must have an insurable interest in the
insured when the policy is purchased (but unlike property and casualty insurance, the interest generally is
essential only at the time the policy is issued and need
not exist when the death benefit is paid);
(2) The informed written consent of the insured is required in most states before the insurance can be purchased; and
(3) The buyer must have a reasonable expectation of
benefit or advantage from the continued life of another person. A child, for example, would have an insurable interest in the life of a parent.

SOLI in a Charitable Context
Here, the promoter’s claim is that the arrangement is “a
life insurance windfall for charity — without buying a policy or paying anything at all.” These are complex and speculative arrangements in which investors “borrow” the insurable interests of charities to purchase insurance coverage on
the lives of the organization’s older, wealthy, charitable-minded, and generous donors. (In some cases, those
who allow the purchase of insurance on their lives are allowed to name personal beneficiaries of a relatively small
amount of “free coverage” as an additional incentive). 7

The legal concept of insurable interest dates back to early
18th-century England. Back then, people did not generally
purchase policies on their own lives. The beneficiary usu6
Leimberg Information Services Inc. (LISI) has insurable interest laws for all
states. Log into LISI at http://www.leimbergservices.com There is a free-look
button if you are not already a member. Once logged in, click on the State Laws
tab at the top on the right. The topic of insurable interest is covered in more detail
in Tax Planning With Life Insurance (800-950-1216) and Tools and Techniques of
Life Insurance Planning (800-543-0874).
5

The National Conference of Insurance Legislators passed a resolution opposing expansion of state insurable interest laws to permit SOLI.
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7
White papers and detailed discussions on this topic can be found at
http://www.leimbergservices.com in Estate Planning Newsletters # 619, 676,
672, and 671.
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· Applicants may have an incentive to conceal illnesses —
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STEP 1: An investment bank issues securities — such
as bonds — that investors purchase.
STEP 2: The money from the sale of the securities
goes into a trust established by the participating charity.
STEP 3: The trustee uses trust funds to buy singlepremium immediate annuities on the lives of wealthy
— and typically older (ages 72 to 90) — donors provided by the charity.
STEP 4: The stream of annuity payments is used to
buy life insurance on the same donors’ lives.
STEP 5: Supposedly the annuities will produce sufficient income to not only pay the life insurance premiums but also provide a sufficient current fixed return
to the investors on their investment — at least until the
donor dies and the insurance proceeds are paid.
STEP 6: At the death of an annuitant or insured, the
“life only” annuity payment ceases.
STEP 7: The insurance proceeds are paid to the trust.
STEP 8: The investors recover their investment from
the death proceeds received by the trust.
STEP 9: If there is any death benefit remaining at that
point, it is paid to the charity. Promoters estimate that the
charity’s share will be between 5 and 7 percent of the initial face amount. (Yes, that’s not a misprint — the charity
— gets between 5 and 7 cents on the dollar, at most!)
[NOTE: Under steps 3 and 4, the investment bank and
participating insurance agents receive fees and commissions usually years before the charity can hope to
receive any meaningful amounts.]

Why Would a Charity Get Involved?
There are many reasons why charities are at risk of willingly or unknowingly becoming parties to sophisticated life
insurance transactions that are not in the best (and
long-term) interest of either the charities or their patrons (or
the general public, for that matter). Many charities became involved with charitable split dollar and charitable reverse split
dollar. There are several reasons why others may be in danger of doing so with these new too-good-to-be-true arrangements. 8

8
Testimony of J. J. MacNabb to Senate Finance Committee, June 2004.
“Hearings on Charity Oversight and Reform: Keeping Bad Things From Happening to Good Charities,” 108th Cong., 2nd Sess. (June 22, 2004) (Committee
Print), Doc 2004-12925, 2004 TNT 121-29 (June 22, 2004).
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First, we are in an era when donations for many charities
have dropped — in some cases precipitously. There are
many causes for this phenomenon — undoubtedly, stock
market uncertainty and volatility of the past few years have
greatly slowed or reduced the rate and size of charitable contributions.
Second, stock market weakness has diminished, and in
some instances ravaged, the value of charities’ own investment portfolios, particularly those heavy in telecommunication — (read WorldCom) and energy — type (read ENRON)
stocks.
Third, competition among charities for donors’ dollars
has increased significantly. There are more worthy (and
some not so worthy) charities and causes than ever before —
all aggressively seeking money.
Fourth, reduced staff coupled with shrinking investigative budgets have crippled many federal and state regulatory
agencies. Often other governmental problems and priorities
have overshadowed the need, or dampened the will, to provide the necessary oversight of charities and policing of
charitable abuses. This was highlighted by consumer advocate J.J. MacNab in June 22, 2004, testimony at Senate Finance Committee hearings. Promoters of edgy schemes
know there is statistically minimal risk of serious regulatory
audits. (Although that is likely to change soon.) On the state
level, not a single state is equipped with sufficient competent staff or legal authority to provide formal or specific regulation of these transactions and therefore there is no oversight agency keeping track of who the investors are,
checking to see whether the proposals made to charity can
actually work, or following up to make sure the charity receives what has been promised.
Fifth, of all financial tools, the life insurance product is
among the most complex and least understood. Almost none
but the largest charities have staff with sufficient time,
knowledge, and experience to investigate both tax and
nontax implications of the many new life-insurance-related
plans and arrangements that have been presented to them recently. Few charities have — or can afford — either the
highly competent in-house or outside counsel, or other professionals needed to adequately evaluate and judge the efficacy, workability, and risks involved in every scheme that
someone wants to sell to them or their supporters. That is
particularly true when, in schemes such as charity-based
SOLI, it would require high-powered legal, accounting, actuarial, and investment expertise to judge the credibility and
potential viability of the proposals.
In difficult economic times, it is easy for a charity to be
seduced by possible profits from life-insurance-related
schemes and “rent out” its charitable insurable interest and
tax-exempt status to unscrupulous marketers and promoters.
A l l t o o e a s i l y, e t h i c a l a n d m o r a l e l e m e n t s o f t h e
decisionmaking process may be subverted in favor of what
looks like a free and easy ride to boosting a charity’s finanThe Insurance Tax Review
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Although there are numerous variations on this charitable “win-win” theme, essentially it works like this:
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Life Insurance as a Charitable Planning Tool
There are dozens of legal, ethical, and creative ways life
insurance can be used to benefit charities. 9 They range from
the simple and easy naming of a charity as sole or partial revocable beneficiary to the sophisticated but code-sanctioned use of life insurance inside (or in conjunction with) a
charitable remainder unitrust or charitable lead trust. Often
individual life insurance owned by a charity on the life of a
key supporter will be a wise and prudent investment. But
broad-based SOLI goes well beyond the normal — and does
not vest either ownership or the right to be the policy beneficiary in the charity.

Diving in the Shallow End of the Dead Pool
Although many charitable uses of life insurance may be
both legally and ethically proper, some raise concerns.
SOLI empowers complete strangers to engage in what
amounts to statistical gaming, gambling on the rate of
deaths of the insureds, and it would fast-forward us ahead to
the past — to a super-size modernized and sanitized version
of the long-outlawed dead pool.
By sidestepping or in some cases instigating changes to
insurable interest laws (which have, for sound public policy
reasons, survived for hundreds of years), big-moneyed,
high-powered investor groups hope to make life insurance
into a mass commodity investment. The investor groups
form vast pools of insured lives (namely, supporters of various charities) to capitalize on the unique benefits of life insurance and profit enormously from it.
In most of these so-called dead pool arrangements, there
is a certainty that third-party groups of institutional investors (primarily investment banks, insurance companies, and
hedge funds) will receive their share of the “return on investment” sooner — in an obscenely greater amount — than the
charity for which the arrangement is ostensibly designed.
Under such an arrangement, the annual guaranteed payments to investors assure them of gain, almost without exception, long before any money is ever paid to the accommodating charity. Yet without participation by the charity (and

9
See, e.g., Tools and Techniques of Charitable Planning (800-543-0874) and
Leimberg and Gibbons, “Life Insurance as a Charitable Planning Tool: Part I,” Estate Planning, March 2002, Vol. 29, No. 3, Pg. 132 and “Life Insurance as a Charitable Planning Tool: Part II,” Estate Planning, April 2002, Vol. 29, No. 4, Pg. 196.
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the “rented” insurability of its supporters), the net financial
gain enjoyed by the private investors, promoters (their
upfront fees), and insurance and annuity sellers (in commissions), would be unlawful, socially unpalatable (reprehensible? unconscionable?), and therefore unachievable. (A professional fundraiser for a well-known eastern school has
described the arrangement as “smarmy.”)

How the Game Works
There are infinite varieties of the ploy. But in every one,
after the promoter and the seller of annuities and life insurance policies receive their upfront fees and commissions,
the investor pool, the nameless private individuals and companies who finance the initial purchase of annuities (and
subsequent life insurance policies), receives a steady stream
of fixed income. Eventually, if the life insurance policies
perform as illustrated, if the insureds die as predicted, and
only after the investors recover their capital investment, the
charity might receive a (relatively small) percentage of the
insurance proceeds.
Some variations give the insured the right to name the
beneficiary of a small portion of the death benefit as an inducement to allow the purchase of the policy on his or her
life. Promoters claim that “the insureds pay nothing, and it
is possible for the charity eventually to receive a large
amount of money for what amounts to brokering a
‘rent-a-life’ arrangement on a mass basis.”
Seldom do the promoters fully disclose to the charity or
the insureds the names of the initial (or secondary market)
investors, what is in it for them, or the full range of risks and
potential costs to both the charity and its insured patrons,
and the opinion letters rarely if ever offer comment on the
probability of the charity’s economic success.

Life Insurance/Annuity Combinations
As noted above, one of the variations involves annuities
and life insurance on the same individuals. The money
raised from the sale of bondlike securities is used to purchase single premium immediate straight-life (“life-only”
payout option) annuities on the lives of supporters of the
charity. The income from these annuities is then used to buy
life insurance on the lives of the same individuals.
The promoters may try to obtain annuities with exceptionally favorable “impaired risk” rates by presenting those
individuals as having lower than standard health. Then they
approach a different insurer to purchase life insurance on
the same individuals from a different company, and by
showing them in the most favorable light, try to negotiate
the lowest possible life insurance premiums. Part of the financial success of the dead-pool arrangement depends on
this actuarial arbitrage. Another part of the financial success
of this combination annuity-life insurance arrangement de-
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cial bottom line. And the charity may easily ignore or never
see how, or to what extent, third-party participants (investors) benefit from the “partnership” — and the risk it is taking by allowing its precious tax-exempt status to be used to
enable that upfront private enrichment.
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itable benefit — and neither benefited the charity more than
was absolutely necessary.)

The charity — if it sets up the insurance trust and is the
recipient of the annuity income — benefits by receiving the
tax “arbitrage” from the program. That is, the untaxed annuity income received by the tax- exempt trust created by the
charity is — at least according to promoters — certain to be
greater than the cost of the life insurance premiums paid
each year, as well as sufficient to provide an annual payment
of fixed income to the institutional investors. So in essence,
the charity is sharing its tax-exempt status to ensure a sufficient level of payments to the private lender/partners in the
arrangement.

(It should be noted that the U.S. District Court for the
District of New Hampshire dismissed the case of Rice, et al.
vs. Wal-Mart. Although a discussion of the case is beyond
the scope of this commentary, I do not think that the legal
outcome changes the disconcerting notion that a third party
(known or unknown) may own significant life insurance
coverage on an unrelated insured and benefit from the insured’s death.)

Charity as the Very Limited, Very Junior Partner
It is important to remember that this entire transaction
would not be sanctioned by law or the courts or hope to enjoy a favorable public opinion if it took place in another context (such as the corporate or government sector). We
learned from cases such as Wal-Mart, Rice, and Mayo 10 —
and from scathing and pejorative comments about “dead
peasants” and “janitors’ insurance” in The New York Times
and The Wall Street Journal. 11 Less publicized, but equally
disturbing are reports in the Houston and San Antonio newspapers that Texas proposed to meet the shortfall in the
state’s Teachers Retirement System by insuring its retired
teachers under a group life insurance contract, a scheme that
some newspapers (cited below in footnote 13) called “The
Dead Teachers Society” and the “Teacher Pension Plan that
Depends on Death.”
None of these third-party institutional investors could
engage in this transaction in most states without the protective cloak of the charity. In essence, the promoters act as
brokers in “renting” what insurable interest the charity has
to the investors in return for a possible eventual payment to
the charity of an exceptionally small percentage of the investors’ overall investment return. It’s almost as if the promoter were paying the charity a paltry commission to enable
what — without the charity’s being involved — would in
most states be illegal and in all states would be considered
unsavory or even unconscionable. Stated another way, the
arrangements are 95 percent about facilitating investment
by private investors in life insurance contracts and 5 percent
about furthering a charity’s exempt purposes. (It’s hard to
see the difference between SOLI and the now banned charitable split dollar. Each was made to seem as if it were a char-

So What Is Wrong With a Charity Leasing Lives of
Supporters?
Two central themes of charitable tax law are: charity is
about giving, not taking, and the tax exempt status of a charity is not for sale or private benefit. To qualify as — or to remain a tax-exempt entity, an organization or entity must operate exclusively for exempt purposes. A charity’s
tax-exempt status is not to be used to enrich or benefit anyone other than those for whom the charitable status was
granted and intended. That group does not include wealthy
private investor groups who have no familial or business
loss at the insured’s death and have no interest in the insured’s continuing life. Yet clearly these arrangements provide benefits to private investors that would not otherwise
be available without the involvement (complicity) of the
charity.
Nonetheless, the argument is that the charity will now receive money that would be otherwise unavailable: “If you
don’t go along with this arrangement, you’ll get nothing.” 12
That sounds all too similar to the phrase used by promoters
of the now extinct charitable split dollar, specifically
banned by code section 170(f)(10).

Don’t Worry About the Law — We’ll Get It Changed!
The amounts of money involved are so large and the players are so powerful that they are willing and able to spend
the money and time to convince lawmakers to change state
insurable interest laws that are not flexible enough to accommodate their dead-pool schemes. 13

12
Baskies & Samuels in “Aggressive Viatical Settlement Transactions: Gambling on Human Lives,” 28 Est. Plan. 76 (Feb. 2001). Mayer, Brown & Platt, The
Financial Services Regulatory Report, Vol. 8, No. 2 (March/April 2001). J.
Blattmacher, “Assigning Insurance Policies to Charities,” CPA Journal (New
York Society of Certified Public Accountants), 1997.

10

These cases are reported on in detail in Tax Planning With Life Insurance:
(800-950-1216) and in Leimberg Information Services (http://www.
leimbergservices.com) Click on the Free Look button if you are not a member.
11
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See also Tamez v. Certain U/W, 999 S.W.2d 12 (Tex. App.- Houston 1999).

13
“Disbelief greets state plan to profit from Dead Teachers Society,” San Antonio Express News 12/13/2003; “Betting on the Lives of Teachers,” Houston
Chronicle 12/11/2003; “Texas Could Turn a Profit by Insuring Dead Teachers Society,” San Antonio Express News 12/10/2003; “Former Senator Proposes
Teacher-Pension Venture,” Knight Ridder 12/05/2003; “Texas Considers Teacher
Pension Plan That Depends on Death,” Houston Chronicle 12/05/2003.
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pends on the favorable tax treatment of the annuity and life
insurance as separate.
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If state governments manipulate the laws to circumvent
the consumer protection purpose behind the rules, it is a
game we all lose.

Potential Adverse Financial Statement Effect on the
Charity
Ohio State University decided not to go forward with a
SOLI program when their auditors told them that the debt in
the SOLI trust would have to be consolidated with the university’s own financial statements. Combining that debt
would have lowered and potentially damaged the university’s bond rating.
For example, Enron, days before its demise, was the
world’s wealthiest corporation. It failed not because of a
flawed business strategy, poor investment decisions, or
competition from creditors, but because of the calamitous,
almost overnight forfeiture of investor trust. That loss was
precipitated by disclosures that Enron had hidden its losses
and liabilities in a series of so-called “special-purpose entities [(SPEs)].”
SPEs are entities formed to conduct a specified business
activity used to raise financing for large projects, often — as
in SOLI — used to make loans and pay returns to investors
and then repay their capital. SPEs are also a complicated
web of structured finance arrangements with a lack of transparency that enabled Enron’s massive balance sheet and income manipulation. Enron was using SPEs to hide several
billion dollars of off-balance-sheet debt. SOLI is just that - a
form of off-balance-sheet financing. The whole thing is financed with massive loans.
From the beginning of their use, off-balance-sheet SPE’s
have led to controversy in the accounting world — and about
whether the entity was truly independent from its sponsor.
May 2005

So to prevent manipulation — so-called financial engineering — and to address lack of disclosure transparency and to
help monitor the financial impact of off-balance-sheet debt
(and the potential for misuse), GAAP requires a consolidation of the SPE’s finances with those of its “sponsor.”
With SOLI, in some variations, the charity puts up a modest amount to fund the trust (for example $100) so it’s “the
charity’s trust.” Everything else — millions of dollars
loaned to pay premiums — is borrowed! That trust (and its
huge debt to third-party investors) must be combined with
the charity’s books for financial statement purposes. The
charity therefore must show a whole lot of debt on almost no
equity. In the case of Ohio State, its auditors told them that
would have ruined the university’s bond rating.”

ACLI, AALU, NAIFA, and Insurers All Speak Out —
Loudly
In an unprecedented move, three of the largest U.S. organizations dedicated to advancement and support of life insurance sales people, spoke out strongly — against an arrangement that would sell life insurance and annuities. 14
They did so with good reason! All three organizations
have roundly criticized moves made by state legislators to
loosen insurable interest laws. The American Council of Life
Insurers, joined by the Association of Advanced Life Underwriters and the National Association of Insurance and Financial Advisors, has made it clear they oppose state law changes
that would allow third-party institutions with no familial or
other relationship to the insured to use charities to enable the
purchase of life insurance on individuals in mass numbers.
Those three organizations have stated, in no uncertain
terms, that life insurance contracts should be issued only to
persons or parties with a familial or recognized economic
relationship with the insured, and that the issuance of life insurance should not be perverted and allowed to become a
mere commoditized investment process.
The proposed state legislation would weaken modern-day insurable interest laws to the point that they could
no longer serve any meaningful, practicable purpose. The
proposed state legislation would facilitate transactions that
purport to benefit participating charities when in fact they
provide large, upfront fees to the promoters and annual
guaranteed payments to investors, long before any money is
sure to be paid to the charity.
Ironically, the promoters of the schemes claim that insurers
who have refused to sell SOLI and who have fought a weakening of insurable interest rules are being anticompetitive — a
strange and baseless claim, considering there is nothing spe-

14

http://www.naifa.org/frontline/20040615_nfl_1.html
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Promoters of the plans have been lobbying at the state
level to have officials loosen insurable interest laws to allow
the programs. We are talking about a huge investment in
which a group of third-party investors stands to financially
gain on policies on a large number of unknown, unrelated individuals’ lives — and not a single one of those insureds has
ever met the investors — or even knows who he or she (or
they) is or are! And, of course, even if the investor pool is
ethical, honest, and well-meaning, there is no guarantee that
— failing a reasonable profit (perhaps because deaths are
not occurring in the real world at the same pace they were assumed to statistically happen) — their interest may be sold
to others who are even more estranged (and perhaps less ethical and well- meaning) strangers. There is not a single state
with a law to prevent such a sale or to provide specific oversight to protect charities’ interest (not to mention the privacy
and security of the persons being insured). And even if there
were, few states have sufficient personnel with the actuarial
and legal competence to adequately police these transactions.
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Risking the Tax-Exempt Status of the Charity
Promoters of the arrangements have no stake in the
long-term success of the charities other than as facilitators
of their sales efforts. So the loss of a charity’s tax-exempt
status is of no personal and immediate concern, once the
sale is made.
Charities may believe there are no adverse income tax
consequences as a result of their participation. However, the
charities, as tax-exempt entities, may unwittingly be imperiling their tax-exempt status or incurring unrelated business
income tax (UBIT) unexpectedly. At a minimum, questions
have arisen as to whether the charities are compromising
their ability to attract major supporters who can make significant donations to the organizations with which they have
relationships.

Does (or Can) This Arrangement Really Work? And
at What Cost?
No one has yet proved that this ploy will really benefit a
charity — or to what extent. 15 Some have serious doubts. 16
They question if the policies are, in fact, “priced right,” 17 to
ensure that the investor receives a return and provide a significant payoff to charity. In other words, for money to be
left over for charity, it would take (at least on a present-value
basis) a death benefit that is higher than the premiums paid.
Yet for the insurer to survive and pay its shareholders a
profit and its agents a commission, it would have to charge
sufficient premiums to account for expenses and leave a
profit margin. Stated differently, the insurer would have to
take in at least as much in premium dollars — and preferably
more — than it pays out.
Here are some threshold questions:

· Where does the money to service the investor’s debt
come from? How about the promoter’s fee? How can
everyone win?

15
For an extensive guideline in the banking field that provides many of the
same questions that should be asked in the charitable area, see OCC Bulletin
2000-23, “Bank Purchases of Life Insurance: Guidelines for National Banks,”
dated July 20, 2000, OCC 2002-19 Unsafe and Unsound Investment Portfolio
Practices.
16
Debra Blum, “For Charities, a New Twist in Raising Money: Corporate Investors in Life-Insurance Policies,” Chronicle of Philanthropy, August 12, 1999.
Theo Francis and Ellen Schulz, “Dying to Donate: Charities Invest in Death Benefits,” The Wall Street Journal, February 6, 2003; Tom Gascoyne, “Death Dividends or Creative Financing?” Chico News and Reviews, February 20, 2003;
Stephanie Strom, “Charities Look to Benefit From a New Twist on Life Insurance,” The New York Times, June 6, 2004.
17
Some of the life insurers participating in SOLI have lapse support assumptions. Those policies are unlikely to lapse and may as a result be underpriced.
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· Can this work only if the policy is mispriced (or underpriced)? That is, would it work only if deaths were to
occur much earlier than would be expected under reasonable actuarially assumptions? (But in this respect,
it would work only for the investors and the charity
and not the insurer.)

· Are there impartial tax and legal opinions provided to
the charity concerning the proposed arrangement? Do
they cover all the tax and nontax issues — such as
whether the charity’s tax-exempt status will be at
risk? Do they address the overall financial feasibility
of the arrangement? Are the illustrations both accurate and unambiguous? If the policies are aggregated,
are there individual product illustrations to support
and substantiate the numbers? Are the names and financial status of the insurers disclosed? Are carriers
reputable?

· What happens if the investors do not get their investments back quickly enough?

· If the charity is the owner of the insurance, is the
maintenance of the policies both reasonable and prudent? (It must be to meet Prudent Investor rules).

· Does the charity have to put up any collateral? If so,
how much?

· What are the upfront fees? What are the annual administration costs? Is the charity aware of and willing to
shoulder these costs?

· What does the charity’s independent counsel or actuarial study show? (A charity that is not willing to
spend the money to have the proposed arrangement independently checked and verified is foolish!)

· Did the promoter mention that the charity will likely
have sizable annual legal and accounting costs associated with the program?

· Who is the initial third-party investor? Who will that
investor sell the interest to if another more profitable
use of the investment comes along, or if that investor
believes the investment is no longer profitable? Could
that new investment group be T.S.I? (Tony Soprano
Inc.)
Think it can’t happen? Think again. The Washington Post reported that a federal grand jury in Baltimore alleged a sophisticated and unusual operation in which illegal drug trafficking profits were laundered when life insurance policies
were purchased on the lives of drug users and others, without their knowledge. At least 17 life insurance policies were
acquired over almost a decade and, according to the Post article, a law enforcement official familiar with the case said,
“Some of those individuals did die sudden and violent
deaths. The investigation into the circumstances surrounding those deaths continues. Payments from the policies
taken out for those who have since died generated hundreds
of thousands of dollars.”
The Insurance Tax Review
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cial about the policies themselves any insurance company
could not duplicate — if they chose to do so.
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The individual and charity-based SOLI arrangements described above transform life insurance into a third-party investment vehicle, a commodity. Once that happens, there is
little reason or justification for Congress and the states to
continue the multiplicity of unique tax treatment accorded
life insurance (for example, income-tax-free buildup of cash
value and the generally unlimited income-tax-free nature of
death proceeds).
Absent the tax-free nature of life insurance proceeds,
many businesses will be unable to afford adequate key employee coverage, sufficient cash to fund a nonqualified deferred compensation agreement or a death-benefit-only
plan, or provide a sufficient level of post-retirement health
coverage for employees. Likewise, on the personal level, it
will become more difficult or impossible (and certainly
more expensive) to obtain adequate life insurance for our
clients to pay off debts, ensure a standard of living and college education to survivors, or pay state and federal death
taxes. Higher insurance costs translate into doing with less
or doing without — and would divert funds from investment
and retirement savings. Everyone loses if either the death
proceeds or the internal buildup in a life insurance policy
become taxable.
A more subtle but equally damaging aspect of the development of life insurance as a marketable third-party investment commodity is the havoc it would play on the pricing of
life insurance. As the final quote in this commentary notes,
“sound underwriting presumes that the owner of the policy
and the insurer both are better off if the insured continues to
live — a presumption essential to the creation and maintenance of life insurance premium structuring as we know it.”

But Don’t Take My Word for It
Following are notable quotes from some of the most recognized authorities and commentators in the fields of estate
and charitable planning.
In her article, “Dead Pool Donations,” Trusts and Estates’ Senior Editor, Wendy Davis says, “For Donors, the
value of their lives is put, literally, in someone else’s hands
— and it’s hard to say whose.” 18
Jerry J. McCoy, co-author of the Family Foundation
Handbook and former chair of the American College of
Trust and Estate Counsel’s planned giving committee:

18

Charities are placed in a position of hoping people die.
It’s probably going to be illegal by the end of the
year.”
Craig Wruck, chair of the National Committee on
Planned Giving’s government relations committee:
Charities are being told they can create money out of
nothing and you know intuitively that that’s impossible.
Vaughn Henry, nationally known charitable consultant:
It’s because life insurance protects widows, widowers, and children from becoming paupers when the
breadwinner dies that it isn’t taxable.
But that may change if Congress or the Treasury Department thinks life insurance has become nothing
more than a wager.
Dean E.G. Miller, senior associate dean of the Virginia
Commonwealth University School of Business, said, “Congress will take a hard look when life insurance is used to accomplish objectives other than income replacement or business and estate planning. Turning life insurance into a
third-party investment vehicle — a commodity — will bring
additional scrutiny.”
Laura Kalick, chair of the American Bar Association’s
subcommittee on unrelated business income tax:
If the charity borrows money to buy the life insurance
policies, the charity will likely have to pay the IRS tax
on unrelated business income — because charities
have to pay tax on debt-financed income.
Carolyn M. Osteen, partner in Ropes & Gray, Boston, in
“A Review of the Hottest Charitable Gift Issues,” ALI-ABA
Estate Planning Course Materials Journal, Feb. 2005, pg.
37, says:
Non-Charitable businesses are generating income
with what’s being called a charitable planning tool.
From my perspective, it looks like: (1) The charity is
selling its exclusive insurable interest to generate
profit for commercial lenders in a transaction that has
little economic benefit other than to churn money
around and generate large premium payments, so raising suspicions of private inurement or personal benefit; (2) If the charity is receiving income from borr ow e d m o n e y, t h a t l o o k s l i k e d e b t - fi n a n c e d
income/UBIT; (3) Life insurance has, as a risk- management tool, its special tax treatment because it services the public good, but this program amounts to
wagering since the lender benefits from selling a
larger than average policy that has no relationship to
economic risk, and the charity is left with little, or
nothing, after all expenses are paid.

Wendy Davis, “Death-Pool Donations,” Trusts and Estates, May 2004.
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The Big Risk to the Life Insurance and Estate
Planning Community
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The objection is not that wholesale murder will ensue.
Such an assertion only trivializes the debate. The objection is that the third party owner of the policy benefits only from the death of the insured. The essence of
sound underwriting is that the owner of the policy and
the insurer both are better off if the insured continues
to live.
Yet the proposed insurable interest changes and attempts to turn life insurance into a third party investment vehicle shatter this harmony and sound philosophy.
In the 2005 Blue Book for fiscal year 2006, 20 the Treasury proposes an excise tax on these transactions, stating:
The Treasury Department is concerned that, in many
cases, such arrangements do more to facilitate investment by private investors in life insurance contracts
than to further a charity’s exempt purposes. Moreover,

19
Leimberg Information Services Inc. Charitable Planning Newsletter # 50, at
http://www.leimbergservices.com
20
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http://www.treas.gov/offices/tax-policy/library/bluebk05.pdf.

these arrangements may inappropriately afford benefits to private investors that would not otherwise be
available without the charity’s involvement.

The Bottom Line
What’s really happening is this: Charities are being solicited to become very junior members in a business enterprise.
That enterprise is the acquisition of life insurance on a person’s life — even though the business has no proven interest
in the continued life of that person except to profit by his
death!
It’s almost as if the promoter is paying the charity a commission (“We’ll pay you a 5 percent accommodation fee if
you let us attach your charity’s name to our program”). Why
would the promoter want to pay that amount to charity? The
answer is, it doesn’t want to — it needs to, to enable what
without the charity’s involvement would in most states be an
illegal wager, and would in all states be considered unseemly, unsavory, and perhaps even unconscionable!
Stranger-owned life insurance whether or not it is connected to a charity is a dangerous and disturbing trend. Left
unchecked, this short-sighted, too-good-to-be-true, something-for-nothing ploy could hurt the charities it is promoted to benefit, trigger a sea change in the way all life insurance is taxed and priced, and in extreme cases encourage
criminal activity of the worst kind.
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Mike Nelson of Iowa Savings Bank, author of the special
white paper, “Insurable Interest Under Siege,” 19 said:

